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Abstract

Online discussion in form of written comments is a core component of many social media platforms. It has attracted
increasing attention from academia, mainly because theories from social sciences can be explored at an
unprecedented scale. This interest has led to the development of statistical models which are able to characterize the
dynamics of threaded online conversations.
In this paper, we review research on statistical modeling of online discussions, in particular, we describe current
generative models of the structure and growth of discussion threads. These are parametrized network formation
models that are able to generate synthetic discussion threads that reproduce certain features of the real discussions
present in different online platforms. We aim to provide a clear overview of the state of the art and to motivate future
work in this relevant research field.
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1 Introduction
The success of the Internet has generated a wide vari-
ety of platforms for computer-mediated communication.
Through these, online discussion has become an impor-
tant part of the communication of modern societies and
the interest in this form of online discussion is still grow-
ing at the moment this manuscript is written [1]. Dis-
cussions on the Internet commonly occur as a exchange
of written messages among two or more participants. In
this way, conversations are often represented as threads,
which are initiated by a user posting a starting message
(hereafter post) and then users send replies to either the
post or the existing replies. Therefore, given this sequen-
tial posting behavior, online discussion threads follow
a tree network structure. Previous and recent research
has analyzed this network structure of online discussions
for different and relevant purposes, e.g. the resolution
of problems in e-learning platforms [2], the response of
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online communities to natural disasters [3], the spread of
rumors in social media [4], etc.
In point of fact, we are witnessing the age of computa-

tional social science [5] where the collection and analysis
of online data (e.g. data from online discussion threads)
provide interesting insights on human behavior. Although
some voices claimed that data-driven approaches will
make the scientific method obsolete [6], statistical and
theoretical motivated models are needed to determine
which are the social factors explaining these network
structures. In the context of online discussions, different
modeling approaches have been proposed to identify the
governing mechanisms of the structure of threads. Sta-
tistical models of this type are aimed to reproduce the
growth of discussion threads through different features,
often related to human behavior. This is why these are
usually called generative models: they do not only esti-
mate the statistical significance of their corresponding
features but also reproduce the temporal arrival patterns
of messages that form a discussion thread.
Despite the recent effort on surveying statistical graph

models for social networks [7, 8], to our best knowl-
edge, there is no formal review of generative models of
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online discussion threads. The aforementioned relevance
of online discussions and the informative value of statis-
tical models to explain human behavior motivate us to
fill this gap in the literature by presenting the following
survey. Thus, the purpose of this survey is threefold:

• to provide the reader with a structured comparison of
the several existing generative modeling efforts for
online discussions threads,

• to provide guidelines on how to evaluate and extend
these models,

• and to sketch their existing and potential future
applications.

These applications span areas as specific as evaluating
the impact of even minor platform changes over compar-
ing different user communities towards generic studies of
human online communication behavior .
Before we start introducing the different modeling

approaches, we present in Section 2 a historical overview
of the different paradigms and platforms for online dis-
cussion and describe in Section 3 social theories which are
present in threaded online discussions but are addressed
only in part by the current generative models. We intro-
duce then the best practices and guidelines when mod-
eling the structure of these online discussion threads in
Section 4 to continue in Section 5 with the statistical
models which have been proposed in this respect. In
Section 6 we discuss the practical applications of these
generative models. Finally, we identify in Section 7 some
open research challenges and conclude in Section 8.

2 A brief historical overview of online discussion
platforms

The history of online discussion helps to understand the
history of the Internet itself. Thus, the way online discus-
sions are structured can be explained through the differ-
ent paradigms of Internet conversation media. Previous
work on evolutionary perspective of Internet conversation
media has indicated email services as the first platforms
in which users were able to exchange messages across
computer networks [9]. This type of communication dates
back to the 1960s and is still one of the most common
channels for online discussion. Although the first email
systems implemented synchronous communication only,
requiring to both sender and receiver users be online at
the same time, they moved rapidly towards the current
store-and-forward model of asynchronous communica-
tion. These two paradigms are the basis of the taxonomy
of Internet conversation media presented in Fig. 1:

• Synchronous communication. Platforms of this type
could be characterized by the language form:

– text: instant messengers and chats,

– audio: voice call and audioconference,
– video: video call and videoconference.

The difference between the two types in each form is
the privacy of the discussion, i.e., private (between two
users) or group (between more than two users). For
text-based discussions, chat systems were developed
to allow users to exchange of messages (usually short)
in real-time. Despite the first chat system was
developed in the 1970s [10], online chats became
more and more popular only after the Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) protocol was created in 1988 [11].

• Asynchronous communication. The next platforms
to be developed could be characterized by the level of
privacy. For private conversations, the Short Message
Service (SMS) protocols were defined in the ’80s [12].
Discussion in these media are structured as an
exchange of messages between pairs of users which
might be represented as a chain. For group
conversations (e.g., groups messages, discussion lists),
bulletin board systems (BBS) were the next step. In
BBSs, users log in to a computer system mainly for
reading news/bulletins (newsgroups) and exchanging
messages with other users through public message
boards. This type of communication is the origin of
Usenet, a worldwide distributed asynchronous
discussion system [13] which introduced the notion
of discussion threads to organize newsgroup
conversation.

The irruption of the World Wide Web [14] revolution-
ized the existing online platforms for both synchronous
and asynchronous communication. On the one hand,
many web services and browsers built in IRC clients.
On the other hand, asynchronous discussion platforms
evolved from BBSs and Usenet networks into web-based
forums dedicated to very different types of themes, e.g.
politics, technology, etc. In online forums, conversa-
tions follow the thread structure inherited from Usenet.
We should note that, in comparison to earlier asyn-
chronous communication systems, online forums still
have immense popularity on the Internet (e.g., 4chan
forum has over 22 million monthly visitors worldwide1).
In the entry into the 21st century, the Web evolved by

the outbreak of blogs and social media: “weblogs turned
from an ease-of-publishing phenomenon into a conver-
sational mess of overlapping communities” [15]. Online
discussion in the blogosphere, in which messages are typ-
ically structured as replies to the post, was accompanied
by the emergence of online social networking sites which
built new spaces of online discussion for different types of
themes and purposes. One of the most popular platforms,
also reflected by the interest from academia, is Facebook.
Users in this social networking site are able to discuss
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Fig. 1 Taxonomy of Internet conversation media (Source: [9]). Our article surveys generative models of online discussion threads, i.e. conversations
from platforms corresponding to asynchronous communication (leafs of the left main branch of the tree)

with other users, mostly with their network of friends. We
should note that this platform was preceded by similar
sites in which users also maintained conversations with
their personal network of online friends, e.g. MySpace,
Friendster, and Orkut. Another type of social media plat-
formwhich has received great attention in research are the
microblogging services. Twitter is the most studied site of
this type, arguably due to the massive usage of this plat-
form in recent years and also because most of the data
about online discussion is publicly available and easily
accessible. Finally, we should note that many other social
platforms which were developed for social news (e.g. Digg,
Reddit), multimedia content (e.g. Flickr and Instagram for
photos, Youtube and Vimeo for videos), peer production
(e.g. Wikipedia, Github), online education (e.g. Coursera)
have incorporated discussions as a essential component of
the platforms themselves.
As we specified in the introduction, this is a survey on

generativemodels of online discussion threads. Therefore,
the rest of the paper only focuses on text-based syn-
chronous and asynchronous Internet conversation media,

i.e., instantmessengers, chats, and the leafs of the left main
branch of the tree in Fig. 1.

3 Social theories in online discussions
Among the many diverse topics explored in the literature,
an important fraction of research in online discussion has
explored well-known theories from sociology and social
psychology. In this section we review how three rele-
vant social theories explain behavior in online discussions:
homophily, social influence, and emotional contagion.
From these three theories, social influence has already
found its way into the generative models presented in
Section 5, the other two are presented here as a reminder
of open research challenges to be addressed in Section 7.

3.1 Homophily
“Birds of a feather flock together" is a proverb that cap-
tures the principle of homophily: the contact between sim-
ilar people is more likely than among dissimilar ones [16].
Sociologists have systematically studied homophily since
the middle of the 20th century, starting from the analysis
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of friendships across housing communities [17]. Among
the causes of homophily are the foci of formation, for
example segregated neighborhoods; the isomorphism of
network positions, for example when company directors
become friends due to their similar organizational roles;
and selective tie dissolution, such as professional relation-
ships surviving longer than leisure ones [16]. A substantial
body of evidence exists for the presence of homophily in
offline social networks, where people tend to form links
of all sorts, such as friendship, support, or mere contact
links, with other people of similar age, ethnicity, gender,
religion, and social class.
Homophily in social networks is commonly tested

through the topological principle of assortativity, i.e. that
the attributes at the ends of social links are correlated
[18]. While homophily implies assortativity, assortativity
can also be a manifestation of social contagion or peer
influence when attributes are acquired (such as religion
or occupation) rather than ascribed (like race or age). In
the context of online discussions, the creation of con-
tacts between users happens at a much faster timescale
than the changes of individual attributes, such as age or
political views. This difference between timescales makes
homophily a frequent plausible explanation for the ori-
gin of assortativity in online discussions. On the contrary,
other phenomena at similar timescales as the online dis-
cussion, like belonging to an online group or sharing
content, require additional considerations to disentangle
homophily from social contagion [19].
Homophily with respect to demographic characteris-

tics has been observed in a wide variety of online plat-
forms and media. Online discussion in MSN Messenger
exhibits homophily with respect to interests, age, and
location [20]. In MySpace, commenting across profiles
shows homophily with respect to a wide variety of demo-
graphic factors [21], including ethnicity, religion, age,
and marital status. Sexual orientation shows a pattern of
online homophily as well: homosexual men aremore likely
to be friends with homosexual men in Facebook [22], and
in the now disappeared Friendster social network [23],
lending the ground for social inference of sexual orienta-
tion based on digital traces. It is worth noting that, with
respect to gender, online interaction exhibits a pattern of
heterophily, i.e. users tend to interact with users of the
opposite gender. This pattern is present in various social
networks [20, 21, 24] and suggests the role of this kind of
communication for mating and romantic purposes.
Homophily is also present in online interaction with

respect to psychological behavior and traits. Person-
ality traits, in particular emotional stability, openness,
and extraversion, show homophily patterns in Face-
book friendship links [25]. Another noticeable aspect of
homophily is happiness, which is known to be assortative
in offline social networks [26]. Using sentiment analysis

methods, subjective well-being and happiness has been
found in Twitter when analyzing bidirectional reply links
[27] and bidirectional follower links [28].
Homophily with respect to political orientation is often

analyzed in relation to the more general phenomenon of
polarization. Links between US political blogs in 2004
have shown a strong pattern of homophily along the
liberal-conservative spectrum [29], a phenomenon that is
often discussed in relation to the existence of echo cham-
bers [30], the filter bubble [31], and selective exposure to
political information [32]. Online interaction in Twitter
shows clear signs of homophily with respect to politi-
cal orientation, which can be used to infer user political
alignment by analyzing the follower network [33]. Retweet
networks show homophily with respect to user party
alignments in the US [34], in Germany [35] and in Spain
[36]. The user mention networks show weaker homophily
in all three cases. Beyond Twitter, recent work on online
political networks [37] show that network layers with pos-
itive connotation (supports and likes) display stronger pat-
terns of homophily with respect to party alignment than
the layer of comments, where no homophily is present.
This finding is consistent with studies on Wikipedia [38]
in which editors who display their party alignment on
their profile show homophily with respect to this align-
ment when interacting through their user walls, but not
through common discussions in talk pages (see Fig. 2).
Homophily inWikipedia has been also found with respect
to user experience, i.e. very active preferred to interact
with inexperienced users [39, 40].

Fig. 2 The reply network in Wikipedia talk pages between Democrats
(blue nodes) and Republicans (red nodes) shows no homophily with
respect to party alignment. Data from [38]
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3.2 Social influence
The behavioral change of an individual caused by the
interaction with other individuals is called social influ-
ence. The reasons and forms of these attitude changes
are a well-studied topic in social psychology. Social influ-
ence can be either informational (people need to be right)
or normative (people need to be liked) [41]. Accord-
ing to [42], the way in which people influenced one
another are categorizable in three different processes:
people publicly agree with others while privately dis-
sent (compliance), people are influenced by the peo-
ple with whom they feel identified (identification), and
people agree both publicly and privately without coer-
cion from others (internalization). Indeed, popular mod-
els of collective behavior are precisely based on the
premise that people are affected by the influence of
others [43].
Social influence is considered a typical theory of social

networks [44–46]. Because the network structures pro-
duced by social influence are similar to the ones generated
by homophily (e.g. temporal clustering), some studies
have developed frameworks to distinguish both theories
in diffusion networks [47]. Indeed, a large fraction of
research has focused on social influence formessage prop-
agation in online platforms, e.g. [48–50]. However, some
other studies have explicitly evaluated the role of social
influence in online discussion.
One of the more comprehensive analyses of social influ-

ence in online discussion [51] distinguished seven types
of platforms categorized as network-based communities
(email lists, bulletin board systems and Usenet news-
groups) and small-group-based communities (online-chat
systems, web-based chat rooms, multiplayer virtual games
and multiuser domains). Results show that the type of
community influenced how to convey member informa-
tion to other users. In particular, because many users in
network-based communities are strangers at first, rep-
utation seemed to play a key role for fostering social
interactions and, therefore, might explain why many of
these platforms (e.g. Slashdot) display the contribution
history of users.
An analysis of the exchange of email messages between

thirty-two students in an online learning environment has
shown that social influence affected the discussions, in
particular, users were more inclined to follow social rec-
ommendations made by highly central users than those by
peripheral ones [52]. In contrast, a study of different blog-
ging platforms found that community identificationmight
be the motivation of users to participate in blogs, while
the influence of social norm was not relevant [53]. A later
study of the messages by thousands of participants across
16 Google Groups concluded that activity and tenure of
discussion within a group were related to the ability to
influence others [54].

In microblogging services, a study of the online dis-
cussions on Twitter about the Haiti earthquake revealed
that when the percentage of one’s friends joining the
discussion increases, the likelihood that the user also par-
ticipates increases too [55]. Social influence has been also
detected on Youtube in a experiment in which the com-
ments of videos were proven to affect the evaluation of the
videos’ owners [56].

3.3 Emotional contagion
Emotional contagion refers to the process by which indi-
vidual emotions are triggered by similar emotional states
in other individuals [57]. The study of emotional con-
tagion poses emotions as physiological states that make
their subject infectious while interacting with others. The
most traditional perspective to this phenomenon builds
on principles of mimicry, by which the facial feedback of
emotions can transmit emotional states without an indi-
vidual noticing [58]. More recent theoretical approaches
extend the modalities and scope of social aspects of emo-
tions. The hyperlens model of emotions [59] defines social
regulation of emotions as a generalized case of emotional
contagion, which can happen unconsciously, like in the
case of mimicry, or consciously, such as in a discussion
or sharing of emotional experiences. Online interaction
plays an important role with respect to emotional conta-
gion: extensive research has shown that emotional con-
tagion is present in computer-mediated communication
as much as in face to face communication [60]. Fur-
thermore, recent research has experimentally quantified
the dynamics of emotions while reading and writing in
forum threads [61], illustrating that emotional contagion
in online discussions is a very present phenomenon.
The digital traces left in online interaction allow to ana-

lyze emotional contagion at much larger scales than in
laboratory studies. A large amount of Facebook data was
processed with psycholinguistic methods to detect emo-
tional contagion, by using weather as an instrumental
variable [62]. Furthermore, manipulations of the selection
of content seen by Facebook users led to their emo-
tions moving in the predicted direction [63]. While these
two studies show that digital trace data is powerful to
measure emotional contagion, they suffer two important
limitations: first, the data generated during experiments
in a private company like Facebook is not available for
public research inspection, and second, clear ethical con-
cerns rise from the manipulation of emotions under weak
consent scenarios, such as the user terms of Facebook.
Observational research on Twitter has also shown the
existence of emotional contagion without those limita-
tions, illustrating through sentiment analysis the corre-
lations between emotional expression at the endpoints
of online interaction [64]. In addition, the analysis of
emotional expression in the Chinese website Weibo, very
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similar to Twitter, shows asymmetric properties of emo-
tional contagion: Anger seems to be more contagious than
joy [65]. In the case of Wikipedia, a study of messages
from article talk pages found that editors tended to inter-
act with editors with a similar emotional style [66] (see
Fig. 3). Although this might be an effect of emotional con-
tagion, the authors of the study suggested that this pattern
might be the result of emotional and linguistic homophily.
Emotional contagion in online discussions has a wide

range of consequences for online and offline life. Emotions
expressed in forums lead to the emotional activation of
users reading them, increasing the chance of participating
in online discussions [61]. This way, emotional expres-
sion prolongs online discussions, a phenomenon which
has been observed for the case of negative emotions in
BBC forums [67]. Similarly, retweets are more likely to
express strong and bipolar emotions than normal tweets
[68], indicating that emotions can play a role in informa-
tion spreading. One example is the signature of spreading
of negative emotions, which is generally wider than pos-
itive emotions [69]. A second example is the pattern of
cascades of online activity related to political movements,
where emotionally charged discussions spread larger and
further in the social network [70].
Finally, collective emotions are emotional states simul-

taneously shared by large amounts of individuals, often
as a result of emotional contagion [71]. Various online
forums and discussion media show signs of collective
emotions, with clusters of similarly emotional posts [72].

Fig. 3 Reply network of users on Wikipedia article talk pages. The
color of nodes expresses the proportion of words expressing anger
(from blue to red). Assortativity observed in this network (e.g. clusters
of red nodes) might be explained by either homophily or emotional
contagion. Data from [66]

Collective emotional states show persistence patterns that
are built on the emotional interaction between individ-
uals. Thus, the analysis of emotions in real time chats
shows this effect, as emotional persistence builds up on
the memory and social interaction between participants
of a group chat [73].

4 Data-drivenmodeling of online discussion
threads

In this review, we refer to modeling as defining a math-
ematical description of a process that generates online
discussion threads, as illustrated in Fig. 4. We consider
data-driven models, that is, models that try to capture
some phenomena of interest of a given dataset [74, 75].
Such models are constrained by the nature of the data
and the type of phenomena that they try to explain. For
example, a model can be defined at the fine-grained level
of the individual text of a comment or it may abstract
an entire conversation from the content of the messages.
Also, it can describe the precise timing when comments
are send/received or it can completely disregard any tem-
poral aspect. In this review, we focus on models that
incorporate a fundamental ingredient of online discussion
threads: their reply structure.
Contrary to purely descriptive approaches, generative

models are also able to produce instances of the objects
of interest, in our case, synthetic instances of discussion
threads. Generative models provide more insights and
explain better the formation process of online discussion
threads than purely descriptive approaches [76].
The behavior of a model depends on its parameters θ ,

that are adjusted to fit the data. It is important to dif-
ferentiate between fully data-driven models and models
that are largely constrained using prior knowledge. Fully
data-driven models usually depend on a large number
of parameters and are used as black-box models. They
are typically trained end-to-end to optimize some mea-
sure of predictive performance. Conversely, parsimonious
models try to explain phenomena with as few param-
eters as possible. An example would be a model with
a single parameter that is able to generate conversation
threads with the same degree distribution than the real
ones. Although the latter type of models may perform
worse than fully data-driven models in terms of predict-
ing power, they tend to be more interpretable [77] and
can thus provide a better understanding of the governing
mechanisms of online discussions.
To estimate the model parameters, the most common

approach is to optimize a likelihood function, which quan-
tifies how good the model explains the data as a function
of its parameters [75]. While this optimization has analyt-
ical solution for very simple models, it can be in general
computationally challenging. The complexity of such an
optimization depends on the model complexity. Models
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Fig. 4Modeling approach considered in this review: the model (box in the middle) represents a mechanism or procedure that describes how
discussion threads are formed. It is usually governed by a set of parameters θ which are typically learned from real data composed of real discussion
threads. This learning step involves some type of optimization. For given parameters θ , the model can be used to generate synthetic threads that
reproduce the properties of the real discussion threads

with a large number of parameters compared to the size
of the data may fail to generalize and their predictions
may be not valid for new data. In these cases, adding
some form of regularization and partitioning the dataset
into different subsets for training, validation and test-
ing (cross-validation) helps. In any case, it is necessary
to take into account the statistical assumptions in the
data generating process. For example, whether data points
are independently distributed and under stationary con-
ditions between training and testing conditions, which is
often not the case.
Amodel is expected to be identifiable, i.e. as the number

of data increases, the true parameter values must con-
verge. For a learned identifiable model, distinct parameter
values θ should correspond to distinct models. In con-
trast, a model is said to be non-identifiable when different
parameter values result in the model. This can occur, for
example, when flat directions exist in the likelihood land-
scape. To evaluate identifiability, as a sanity check, a good
strategy is to:

1. generate synthetic data with some parameter
values θ∗ from the estimation,

2. train the model with those data,
3. evaluate whether the model estimates consistently

the same parameter values θ∗.

This could be done for different choices of θ∗.
The validation of generative models, in particular, net-

work formation models, typically examines whether the
structural properties (e.g. size, depth, width) of gener-
ated data are comparable to the original properties of
the empirical data. Usually, statistical tests are used for
this purpose, e.g. the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [78–
80], which measures the maximum punctual distance
between the empirical cumulative distribution function
(CDF) Fe(x) and the CDF of the generated synthetic data
Fg(x), defined both on observations x of the structural
property of interest:

KS-stat = sup
x

|Fe(x) − Fg(x)|.

The use of such tests provides strong statistical evi-
dence favoring a model. Very often, however, these tests
can be too strict due to finite-size effects or other arti-
facts present in the data. In these cases, an alternative
qualitative validation, for example, using visualization
techniques, can be also satisfactory.
An example of the types of structures that a genera-

tive model for discussion threads can generate is shown
in Fig. 5. In this hierarchical structure, or reply tree, the
nodes are messages (the post is the root), and the edges
are the directed reply relationships from a reply to the
message it replies to (known as parent). At the node level,
the number of children (also referred to degree or branch-
ing) is the number of replies the message received, and
its distance to the root (in terms of number of edges) is
the reply level. Some structural properties of discussion
threads are:

• size: the number of messages,
• width : the maximum number of messages at any

reply level,
• depth : the length of the largest exchange of messages,
• users: if the message authorship is known, number of

users who authored at least one message.

Fig. 5 Example of a discussion thread represented as a tree: at
time-step t = 9, node (comment) number 10 is added to the thread.
The parent of each node is sequentially stored in vector π . Source: [85]
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4.1 Typical features of online discussion threads
To better identify features of online discussion, we intro-
duce below the most common ones, using the previous
illustrative discussion thread. Popularity is a classic fea-
ture which expresses that the more connected a node
is (the most commented messages), the more likely a
node is to attract new edges (new replies). This feature
is usually introduced trough the preferential attachment
process [81], also referred to as the Yule process [82].
This process is a common property of many social net-
works and establishes that the probability that one of the
links of a new node connects to certain node depends
on its degree. Thus, node 1 in Fig. 5 is the most pop-
ular message, followed by node 2, then nodes 5 and 6
and, finally, the rest of the nodes. Besides the popu-
larity of nodes, it is usually expected that the newest
comments are the most attractive messages. Therefore,
many models introduce novelty as a feature, i.e. nodes 1
and 2 are the most popular ones but also the oldest ones,
which might reduce the arrival of new replies. Moreover,
notice an important difference: node 1 is the initial post
while node 2 is a comment, like the rest of the nodes.
Some users might be interested in replying directly to
the post while some other users might be interested in
replying to comments and getting engaged in the discus-
sion. This is the reason why certain models establish a
root-bias as a feature. Some models also consider that
the result of users getting engaged in discussions is the
occurrence of chains of messages (segments) between
two users (e.g. nodes 5 and 9 are likely to be posted by
the same user). In consequence, some models define seg-
ment lengths as a feature or consider the authorship of
messages to include reciprocity as another feature, i.e.
users tend to reply to comments that replied to their
previous messages. Furthermore, the consideration of
authorship allows the definition of features related to
social influence and user roles, i.e., certain users might
follow a specific behavior. Some models also propose
other types of features like the occurrence of certain
text expressions.

5 Survey on generative models of online
discussion threads

The models presented in this section are, to our best
knowledge, the existing generative models of discussion
threads in the state of the art:

• Kumar et al. [83]
• Wang et al. [84],
• Gómez et al. [85]
• Backstrom et al. [86]
• Nishi et al. [87]
• Lumbreras [88]
• Aragón et al. [89]

The selection of these models is based on the consider-
ation of Kumar et al. [83] as the first generative model for
online discussion threads. The rest of the models in the
survey were selected after examining the publications cit-
ing this work in Scopus (52 papers) and Google Scholar
(92 papers)2, and including the studies which proposed a
generative model for the structure and growth of online
discussion threads.
To better identify the similarities and differences of the

models of this survey, we present their main character-
istics in Table 1. We observe the heterogeneity of these
approaches in relation to features (popularity, novelty,
reciprocity, root-bias, arrival patterns, text expressions,
social influence, segment lengths, user roles), structure
of threads (tree, array), temporal dimension (discrete,
continuous), and the structural properties for valida-
tion (size, depth, degree, shapes). Also, the evaluation
of the models is done with real data from online dis-
cussion platforms of very diverse nature: online forums
(Y! Groups, Usenet), social news (Slashdot, Barrapunto,
Digg, Reddit, Menéame), peer production (Wikipedia),
social networks (Facebook, Google Plus), and microblog-
ging services (Twitter).
Before presenting each generative model, we should

introduce the Galton-Watson branching process for its
history and relevance in modeling random trees [90].
Indeed, this model is often used as a baseline to compare
against other models, e.g. [83]. It starts with a single root
node, i.e. the post, and evolves at discrete time-steps. To
generate the nodes at time-step t + 1, each node orig-
inated at time-step t generates independently a certain
number of children deg according to a fixed probabil-
ity distribution p(deg). This process is repeated until no
new children are generated, i.e. the discussion is over.
This is a very simple model that can be estimated very
efficiently from the data, since it just requires fitting
the empirical distribution p(deg). Although the classical
branching process is able to reproduce certain features
of online discussion threads such as the degree distri-
bution, it is not a generative model that can explain the
mechanisms underlying the dynamics of online discus-
sions. Because, it uses a fixed probability distribution
p at each node, it may fail to capture other relevant struc-
tural properties such as the depth distribution and it
disregards the authorship and the arrival timestamp of
the messages.

5.1 Kumar et al. [83]
The limitations of the classical branching process are
addressed in Kumar et al. [83] by incorporating the nov-
elty upon the preferential attachment model. That is to
say, messages not only attract replies according to the
number of previous replies, i.e. degree, but also to their
time-stamp. At time-step t, either the thread terminates
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Table 1 Main characteristics of the generative models of online discussion threads: the features, whether the predicted thread is a
tree-like structure, whether threads grow in discrete or continuous time, and the datasets and structural properties used for the
parameter estimation and the validation of the model

Model Ref. Features Structure Time Datasets Str. properties

Kumar et al. [83] Popularity, Novelty,
Reciprocity

Tree Discrete Y! Groups, Usenet, Twitter Size, Depth, Degree

Wang et al. [84] Popularity Tree Continuous Digg, Reddit, Epinions Size

Gómez et al. [85] Popularity, Novelty,
Root-bias

Tree Discrete Slashdot, Barrapunto,
Wikipedia, Menéame

Size, Depth, Degree

Backstrom et al. [86] Novelty, Arrival patterns,
Text expressions, Social
influence

Array Continuous Facebook, Google+,
Wikipedia

Size

Nishi et al. [87] Popularity, Segment
lengths

Tree Discrete Twitter Size, Depth, Shapes

Lumbreras et al. [88] Popularity, Novelty,
Root-bias, User Role

Tree Discrete Reddit Size, Depth, Degree

Aragón et al. [89] Popularity, Novelty,
Root-bias, Reciprocity

Tree Discrete Menéame Size, Depth, Degree

with some fixed probability pf ∈ (0, 1) or a new com-
ment is attached to an existing comment k. At time t, the
probability of attachment depends on two features: the
popularity or degree degk , and the novelty, or elapsed time
since k was written, rk . These features are parametrized by
α and τ , respectively.
Formally, let the random discrete variable Xt denote the

label of the parent node at time t. If a new node is attached,
an existing node k, k = 0, . . . , t, is chosen with probability
proportional to a linear combination of the two previous
features

p(Xt = k|α, τ , pf ) = αdegk + τ rk
∑

k′
(
αdegk′ + τ rk′

) + pf
, (1)

where α ≥ 0, τ ∈ (0, 1) and pf ∈ (0, 1) are real num-
bers and the model parameters to be optimized for a given
dataset.
Kumar et al. also propose an authorship model to deter-

mine the author of a comment based on the observation
that users tend to reply users who had previous replied to
their messages. In this model, the author of a new mes-
sage is selected from the path between this new message
and the root node with some probability, and otherwise
randomly. However, this model is limited in the sense that
the structure and growth of the discussion thread do not
depend on the authorship of the messages.

5.2 Wang et al. [84]
An alternative framework for modeling the dynamics of
online discussions is to consider a continuous-timemodel.
This approach is more convenient when one is inter-
ested, for example, in understanding phenomena related
to reaction times or lifespan of online conversations.
Continuous-time models typically use counting processes

as generative models [91]. Here, we focus on Wang et al.
[84], in which commenting behavior is analyzed together
with the topic (post) exposure duration to understand user
attention to news items.
Their generative model is motivated by conflicting

observations of previous studies that report significant
differences in the probability distribution of thread sizes
(the total number of comments of a conversation). While
the threads sizes analyzed in some studies followed
heavy-tailed distributions [83, 92], other previous stud-
ies reported distributions with a light tail [93, 94]. Wang
et al. [84] first observes that the waiting time between
two consecutive comments from a user follows a upper
truncated Pareto distribution. Based on this observation,
they proposed a model that explains the discrepancies of
previous studies by means of the topic exposure dura-
tion distribution. The growth of attention eventually sat-
urates because the old topics are replaced with newly
generated contents.
One important assumption is that users share the same

microscopic behaviors, i.e. the waiting time for different
users comes from the same distribution. In doing so, they
are able to model the process of M users as M indepen-
dent concurrent counting process. For sites like Digg and
Reddit with a short exposure distribution, the predicted
distributions of sizes are also light-tailed, whereas other
sites, like Epinions, with longer exposure durations, the
obtained sizes are heavy tailed.
Wang et al. [84] focuses on reproducing the in-degree

distribution of the comments. This is achieved by con-
sidering a preferential attachment process. In this model,
t denotes the exact time passed since the creation of a
topic. Let degk(t) denote the in-degree at time t for a com-
ment k and let p0 be the fixed probability to comment a
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post/comment with no replies. The probability of a new
comment attaching to comment k is given by

degk(t) + p0
(1 + p0)γMtc0−c (2)

for constants γ and c and a positive exponent c0 that mea-
sures the combined impacts of factors such as resonance
and social influence.

5.3 Gómez et al. [85]
This discrete-time model extends previous generative
models for discussion threads [83, 92]. Besides popularity
and novelty features (parameterized with α and τ respec-
tively), it considers an additional feature (a root bias) that
makes explicit the difference between the process of writ-
ing to the post (with id 0) node and to a descendant (user
comment). This feature is parametrized with β , a positive
real number.
Instead of having a parameter pf to terminate the gen-

eration of a thread, as in Kumar et al. [83], this model
generates threads of a given size, drawn from the empirical
distribution of a dataset of conversation threads. For-
mally, the next parent node Xt is chosen according to the
following probability:

p(Xt = k|α, τ ,β) = αdegk + τ rk + βδ0,k∑
k′ αdegk′ + τ rk′ + βδ0,k′

(3)

where δ0,k is the Kronecker delta function, i.e. β is a free
parameter for the root node, and zero otherwise. The
relation between the model of Kumar et al. and this one
is made clear by looking at both numerators of Eqs. (1)
and (3).
In Gómez et al. [85], a model comparison was also done

to show the relevance of each feature in every dataset.
This statistical test was performed by considering the like-
lihoods of different reduced models that neglect each of
the features separately.

5.4 Backstrom et al. [86]
The next model under consideration, Backstrom et al.
[86], is not strictly speaking a generative model of dis-
cussion threads, but proposes how to predict structural
properties of a thread (e.g. size) by combining features of
different nature. In this model, the representation of dis-
cussion threads differs from the previous models. Here
threads are represented as sequences of arrivals of com-
ments regardless the reply relationship among them. This
decision might be explained by the linear conversation
view of the platforms used for the evaluation of the model,
e.g. Facebook.
The model focuses on the authorship of the first com-

ments of the sequence in order to predict, among other

purposes, the final size of the thread. Each thread is rep-
resented with ρ, a sequence of non-negative integers in
which the ρt is equal to the number of distinct users arriv-
ing to the discussion thread before the author of comment
at time-step t (ρt = 0 if the author wrote the initial post).
The data structure λ is then used to assess whether the
five possible length-two patterns (0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(1,1),(1,2)
have predictive value of the (macro-averaged) thread size.
The predictive model of the thread size is then built using
these arrival patterns along with some additional features:

• Social influence: Number of links between the user
and users who previously commented, and number
of links between the user and the user who published
the post.

• Novelty: Elapsed (continuous) time for the first
comments to be published.

• Text-based: The occurrence of terms like ‘comment’,
‘agree’, etc.

• Miscellany: Number of words, characters, and
question/exclamation marks in the comment, and
number of links in the post before and after the
comment is posted.

5.5 Nishi et al. [87]
This model has been recently proposed for reply trees
on Twitter. The model is motivated by observing that
the structure of discussion threads is characterized by
some long path-like reply trees, large star-like trees, and
long irregular trees. Actually, some of the previous mod-
els already denoted long path-like reply trees as ’skinny’
in Kumar et al. [83] or ’focused’ in Backstrom et al. [86],
and large star-like trees as ’bushy’ in Kumar et al. [83] or
’expansionary’ Backstrom et al. [86].
Because many of the previous models are based on the

branching process model which does not capture appro-
priately long chains of messages in discussion threads, the
depth distribution is often underestimated, as noted in
Kumar et al. [83] and Gómez et al. [85]. This last model
proves that the branching process model produces unre-
alistic fractions of long path-like trees or large irregular
trees (combination of star-like and path-like structures).
Therefore, the authors introduce the concept of segments:
maximal chains without branching in a discussion thread.
Formally, a segment of length λ is defined by λ + 1 con-
nected nodes (replies) such that the λ−1 inner nodes have
in-degree equals to 1. For example, the discussion thread
in Fig. 5 is composed by 5 segments of λ = 1 (1− 2, 1− 3,
1− 8, 2− 4, 2− 7) and a segment of λ = 3 (1− 5− 6− 9).
Thus, the model adds to the branching process model: (1)
the distribution of segment length l, (2) the correlation
between λ and the degree of the root, and (3) the correla-
tion between the degree of root and the the degree of the
end node of segments.
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The assessment of this extension shows the ability
to capture the fraction of long path-like trees but not
large irregular trees. According to the authors, results are
explained because a large λ value in one branch implies
a relatively high probability of large λ values in other
branches. This effect is solved by a final extension which
allows λ to be correlated among segments starting from
the same node.

5.6 Lumbreras [88]
This generative model is part of a doctoral thesis about
automatic role detection in online forums [88]. It is moti-
vated by observing that the growth of discussion threads
in previous generative models, in particular Kumar et al.
[83] and Gómez et al. [85], is irrespective of the user who
is writing a new message.
This new model proposes that there might exist differ-

ent roles which categorize users who participate in the
discussion threads. To this end, the model builds upon
Gómez et al. [85] and introduces latent types of users or
roles. In this model, a role u, u = 1, . . . ,U , corresponds to
specific values θu = (αu,βu, τu) associated to the popular-
ity, root-bias and novelty influence, respectively, of a type
of user.
Let zk denote a binary vector of U entries indicating

the role membership of the author of the k-th comment,
i.e., zku = 1 if author of comment k belongs to role u,
and zero otherwise. This is the latent variable not present
in the data. Let qu denote its marginal distribution, i.e.,
p(zku = 1) = qu with qu ≥ 0 and

∑U
u=1 qu = 1.

In this model, the next parent node Xt is chosen accord-
ing to the following joint probability:

p(Xt = k, zk|θ) =
U∏

u=1
qzkuu p(Xt = k|θu)zku , (4)

where p(Xt = k|θu) is the same as Eq. (3).
The existence of the latent variables z prevents to opti-

mize a complete likelihood function defined using Eq. (4).
Therefore, the expectation-maximization algorithm is
used as an optimization procedure. The number of rolesU
(model selection) is computed using Bayesian Information
Criteria.
Roles are finally used to analyze their predictive power,

i.e. the capability of this model to predict the parent mes-
sage of arriving messages in comparison to Gómez et al.
[85], and two minimal models: one based on popularity
[81] and the other on novelty.

5.7 Aragón et al. [89]
The last generative model of this survey considers the
comments authorships in a novel way. In Aragón et al.
[89], both authorships and thread structure co-evolve

simultaneously, and mutually depend one each other dur-
ing the evolution of the conversation. The model main-
tains two chains, one for the authors and one for the
comments. At time t, the state of a discussion is given by a
vector of authors ids a1:t and a vector of parents f1:t .
On the one hand, the authorship evolves according to

a preferential attachment process. With probability pnew
(estimated from the data), a new author joins the discus-
sion and, otherwise, an existing author v is chosen with
probability that depends exponentially on the number Rv
of times v has been replied in the thread:

p(at+1 = v|a1:t ,π1:t) =
{
pnew, for v = V + 1
(1−pnew)2Rv

∑U
i=1 2Ri

, for v ∈ 1, . . . ,V

(5)

where V is the number of different users in the discussion
thread so far.
On the other hand, the thread structure evolves as

in Gómez et al. [85], with an additional feature δat+1,aπk
representing the author reciprocity of a message, i.e.
whether the selected user at+1 is the author of the parent
message aπk :

φk(π1:t , a1:t ; θ) = αdegk + τ rk + βδroot,k + κδaπk ,at+1

p(πt+1 = k|π1:t , a1:t ; θ) = φk(π1:t , a1:t ; θ)
∑

k′ φk′(π1:t , a1:t ; θ)
,

(6)

for parameters θ = (α,β , τ , κ). The likelihood optimiza-
tion in this model is more expensive than for the previous
ones, since the normalization in (6), contrary to the one
in Eq. 3, does not only depend on time, but also on the
structure of the thread.

6 Applications of modeling the structure of
online discussions

The development of generative models and their statis-
tical assessment with empirical data aim to characterize
the mechanisms governing the dynamics of online discus-
sion. Moreover, each model from the previous section was
also motivated by specific research questions which were
addressed by selecting features carefully and using data
from specific online discussion platforms (see an overview
in Table 1). Thus, these particular objectives reveal some
practical applications of modeling the structure of online
discussion. In this section we present how the selected
generative models were used to compare dynamics of
online discussion among different platforms, to predict
some patterns of user behavior, and to evaluate the impact
of design on online discussion platforms. We also sketch
the general potential for applications of generative models
in these different application areas.
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6.1 Comparison among online discussion platforms
The most straightforward application of generative mod-
els for online discussion threads is the interpretation of its
parameters, i.e. the quantification of the relevance of each
model feature, to compare platforms of different nature..
This is a first step towards a more fine grained analysis to
estimate the impact of different platform design elements
on how users engage in written online discussions and
will be explored more detail in Section 6.3 and has a
great potential impact in assessing user interface design
choices. It can be used as well on the same underlying
platform to compare different user communities but for
example in different language versions or different spheres
of interest, which allows then to measure the impact of a
specific topic or cultural aspect.
Four of the generative models surveyed in this article:

Kumar et al. [83], Wang et al. [84], Gómez et al. [85], and
Backstrom et al. [86] were validated in this respect with
data from multiple online discussion platforms.
The approach in Kumar et al. [83] was validated with

data from Y! Groups, Usenet groups, and Twitter. While
the results with data from Y! Groups was not very
informative, results with discussion threads from Usenet
revealed that political groups exhibit greater degree of
preferential attachment (popularity), groups with fewer
users are more affected by novelty, and less new authors
tend to join Q&A groups. In the case of Twitter, the
comparison among discussions around different hashtags
served to discover that novelty is prominent in threads
about topics with a stronger sense of time, e.g. sports.
The validation of the model in Wang et al. [84] relied on

data from two social news sites (Digg and Reddit) and a
consumer review site (Epinions). Interestingly, this model
emphasizes the ability to characterize the heterogeneity of
the size distribution of conversations across these three
platforms. In particular, results reveal that the size distri-
bution of discussions in Digg and Reddit is light-tailed but
heavy-tailed in Epinions. This is not the case for the in-
degree distribution of comments, which follows a Pareto
distribution in the three platforms.
The model in Gómez et al. [85] was validated with

data from three social news sites (Slashdot, Barrapunto,
Menéame) and the talk pages from Wikipedia. Results
reveal that popularity is important in the social news sites
but, in contrast, irrelevant in the growth of Wikipedia
discussions. Moreover, the root-bias presents a much
stronger relevance in Menéame, a platform which dis-
played the comments linearly regardless of the reply rela-
tionship. Another interesting aspect of Gómez et al. [85]
was its comparison of Slashdot and Barrapunto, which
used the same underlying platform but were run in two
different languages (English and Spanish) which resulted
in two very distinctive user communities. The model-
ing approach revealed the larger impact of novelty in the

Spanish community while popularity was more important
in Slashdot.
The approach in Backstrom et al. [86] relied on data

from Facebook and Wikipedia. The validation precisely
focused on distinguishing which features are key to under-
stand the size of discussion threads. In both platforms,
the elapsed time between and the last comment from
the early sequence of comments becomes very informa-
tive about the size of the final thread. However, the most
relevant feature inWikipedia is the length of the last com-
ment. Therefore, although discussions in both platforms
might be explained with time-based features, content-
based features are even stronger in a peer production
online environment as Wikipedia.

6.2 Prediction of user behavior
Features in models for the structure of online discussion
can also serve to predict behavior. This is the case of Back-
strom et al. [86] which, as discussed above, is not strictly
speaking a generative model of discussion threads but a
predictive model. A first analysis of the empirical shows
that threads are longer when (1) the first comment authors
are friends, and (2) the elapsed time between the publi-
cation of the post and the first comment is lower. This
motivates the definition of the predictive model which
considers early sequences of threads to infer the final
thread size. Results confirm that the five possible length-
two patterns of authors commenting do have predictive
value of the (macro-averaged) thread size. Then, a broad
range of features is proposed, including features extracted
via text regression. As one could expect, the combina-
tion of all features exhibits the best performance, although
text-regression features sometimes perform worse than a
pseudo-random baseline.
Lumbreras [88] is the second model of our selection

which also addresses prediction of user behavior. In par-
ticular, the model examines whether the identification
of groups of users with the same behavior (i.e identi-
cal parameter values of popularity, novelty and root-bias)
might predict user behavior in a new context. The model
is validated with different datasets from Reddit to con-
firm that the approach is able to detect different number
and types of user behavior. That is to say that there are
different user roles which describe how users participate
differently in online discussion threads. However, the val-
idation of the predictive model shows that the predictive
power of these roles is almost marginal.
Although the other studies presented in the previous

section have not explored these predictive capabilities, all
of these generative models have inherently the capability
to be used to predict the future evolution of an online dis-
cussion given its state at a given point in time. It is thus an
interesting topic for future research in particular through
adding more temporal or user based features.
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6.3 Evaluation of platform design
The evaluation of platform design elements is probably
the most useful application from a technical point of view
as it can be used to asses the impact of a given design
element on the user interaction patterns on a platform.
The suitability of this approach has been shown by

Aragón et al. [89], the most recent generative model
of the survey, which was motivated by a very a spe-
cific research question about platform design. This dealt
with the change of how conversation threads are pre-
sented in the social news site Menéame. Threads were
originally presented in a linear view regardless of the
reply relationship and sorted cronologically. Indeed, this
was the interface when the data for Gómez et al. [85]
was retrieved, concluding that the root-bias was much
stronger in Menéame than in the other platforms which
presented threads hierarchically in a tree-like structure.
However, Menéame replaced the original linear view for a
hierarchical view in 2015.
Given that threads in online discussion are commonly

characterized by long chains of reciprocal of messages
(visually emphasized in hierarchical views) [95], Aragón
et al. [89] incorporates reciprocity to the original features
from Gómez et al. [85]: popularity, root-bias and nov-
elty. Results before and after the change confirm that the
new hierarchical design induced more reciprocal activ-
ity, made popular comments to attract more replies and
slowed down the decay of novelty. This finding shows the
huge potential of the generative modeling approach to
help to assess the interdependency between users interac-
tion patterns and platform design elements. This can be
exploited to help site owners and community managers to
create a positive and constructive environment for large
scale online discussions.

7 Open research challenges
We have presented several models that are able to
reproduce many of the characteristics of online discus-
sion threads in platforms of very different nature. By
observing the state of the art models, we have identi-
fied some relevant issues which have not been addressed
yet and are expected to receive growing attention in the
following years.

7.1 Competition between discussion threads
The generative models described above are able to repro-
duce patterns of user commenting behavior. However,
there is a lack of understanding of the key factors that
determine why a given user will write a comment in
a particular thread and not on another. Specifically: to
what extent a user comment is determined by the opin-
ion of other users, the topic of the news post, or how
popular or recent the post is? More generally, is there
a global mechanism that can capture how the messages

of different users distribute themselves among the dif-
ferent posts available? And what are the identifiable fea-
tures of that mechanism? Some studies on Digg [96, 97]
explored how threads receive incoming votes over time,
even, before and after being selected for the front page.
However, there are no models which explain (1) how
threads compete among themselves to receive attraction
from users and/or (2) which features are the most appeal-
ing to users when posting a message in a pool of candidate
threads.
The models selected in this survey only characterize the

arrival of comments to a single thread. The only exception
to this is Backstrom et al. [86] in which the thread to be
commented is picked from a dynamic list of threads. How-
ever, the model establishes a fixed probability to every
thread. In turn, it might be of interest that arriving com-
ments should be able to reply comments from a set of
threads and, furthermore, arriving nodes could also be the
initial nodes of new discussion threads. Thus, instead of
setting a list of equally available threads as done in Wang
et al. [84], an extended model could estimate the longevity
of discussion threads to minimize the arrival of new com-
ments to old conversations with little interest within the
online community. An alternative approach that might be
explored is modeling this research challenge as a competi-
tion between conversation threads when bringing attrac-
tion of users [98]. In particular, the model considers that
although arriving nodes are likely to link high-connected
nodes, making connections to those nodes should bemore
expensive. That is to say, competition is conceived as a
tradeoff between connectivity and cost. In this way, future
work should explore that users are interested in reply-
ing comments in popular debates but the emergence of
new discussion threads might reduce their exposure and,
therefore, the cost of getting access to the old ones should
be higher.

7.2 Groups of users
We have observed that homophily and social influence are
features of online interaction that usually induce a seg-
regation or clustering in the community [47]. Although
some models (e.g. Backstrom et al. [86]) include social
influence as a formal feature, none of them include
homophily. Such extension is far from trivial because it
would require to model the existence of groups of users,
with common interests or similar opinion about certain
topics. This open research challenge is relevant because
user groups usually evolve into echo chambers [30], which
might favor extremism. This leads to us to reflect on how
generative models would better explain online discussion
if groups of users were taken into account.
In relation to this issue, two of the main research chal-

lenges in the topic of homophily are multiplexity, i.e.
understanding the role of networks with various layers of
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interaction types, and analyzing dynamic data in which
links appear and disappear over time [16]. Some studies
reviewed in this article showed that homophily is stronger
in positive interactions rather than in reply interactions
[37]. Thus, the problem of identifying groups of users can
be viewed as a community detection problem. This could
be handled by the many existing algorithms [99] on the
network of votes among users within the discussion. On
the other hand, this could also motivate new methods to
detect communities based on interactions (i.e. comments
or votes) which only occur between opposing fractions.
In addition, the co-evolution of votes and comments is
currently receiving increasing attention [100]. Therefore,
we suggest that the research challenge of modeling online
discussions including groups of users (to be defined with
interactions from the voting layer) will provide a bet-
ter explanation of the behavior of online communities in
discussion platforms.

7.3 The role of content
Previous research, reviewed in Section 3.3, indicated
that emotional contagion in online discussions is a
very present phenomenon. For instance, emotional
expressions prolong online discussions [67]. In con-
trast, most of the generative models reviewed in this
article do not include features related to the con-
tent of messages within the discussion, with the only
exception of Backstrom et al. [86] which consider
some text-based features like the occurrence of certain
terms (e.g. ‘comment’, ‘agree’) or the number of ques-
tion/exclamation marks in a comment. We should note
that language-independent approaches are easily replica-
ble in online discussions of very diverse nature. How-
ever, we also consider that only focusing on structural
aspects of threads might be limiting when characterizing
online discussion.
Content-based approaches are mandatory for relevant

research topics like modeling trolling behavior [101, 102].
Because modeling online discussion relies on represent-
ing discussion threads as information cascades, generative
models could be enriched with existing methodologies
of emotional cascades of online activity [70]. Therefore,
understanding collective emotions in online discussion
is still a challenging task, requiring generative mecha-
nisms that can bridge individual and collective levels of
behavior [103].
Besides emotions, the content of messages can also

reveal the emergence and evolution of topics in online
discussions. For instance, some studies have found strong
evidence that hierarchical comment threads represent
a topical hierarchy in discussion platforms [104]. Thus,
this observation explicitly motivates the inclusion of
text-based features (e.g. text similarity between replies)
to better characterize the arrival of new comments

in a discussion thread. To our best knowledge, this
approach has never been considered in any genera-
tive model and, therefore, examining the role of con-
tent is still a open research challenge in modeling
online discussion.

7.4 Influencing user activity
An important challenge nowadays is how to devise strate-
gies to influence, or reshape, user activity. This type of
problem has been traditionally formulated as a social
influence problem, in which a set of users needs to be
found in order to maximize, for example, the impact of
a cascade of product adoptions [105]. A perhaps more
principled approach could be to learn a policy or con-
trol law that guides the user activities in a closed-loop
setting, where user feedbacks are incorporated during
the cascade.
This problem has started to be addressed from areas

such as optimal control or reinforcement learning [106].
Most works so far formulate continuous-time models
using temporal point processes and are focused on social
influence, such as guiding opinion diffusion [107] or
determining when to post to maximize impact [108]. The
proposed models in this review could be used, for exam-
ple, to learn a platform dynamics of commenting behavior
which is then influenced using some control mechanism
on the platform, as has been recently proposed [109].
It remains an open question whether these methods,

which are computationally demanding and are limited by
their model assumptions, can be deployed effectively in
real platforms.

8 Conclusion

Online discussion threads have received increasing
interest from academia in order to provide a better under-
standing of the principles of human communication. The
ease of extracting discussion threads from online plat-
forms has promoted the development of statistical models
which have been proven effective to validate theories of
user and social behavior. In this paper, we have surveyed
the state of the art in modeling the structure of online
discussion, including a historical overview, empirical evi-
dence of relevant social theories, and the description and
applications of seven statistical models to reproduce the
structure and growth of discussion threads.
Despite the notable findings from these models, some

important issues remain unaddressed in this domain. In
particular, we have found of interest to explore the compe-
tition between discussion threads, the existence of groups
of users and the role of content in the formation of
online conversations, and how to influence user activity.
Therefore, we believe that these research gaps become an
excellent opportunity to improve the characterization of
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online discussion. Because online discussions in the form
of written comments are expected to remain popular over
the following years and play a key role in relevant pro-
cesses like the formation public opinion, online education
systems, peer production environments, and civic partici-
pation for policy making, we aim this work to be helpful to
identify open research challenges and to motivate future
work in modeling online discussions.

Endnotes
1 http://www.4chan.org/advertise
2The number of citations when this survey was done.
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